The production of scholarly research continues to be one of the primary missions of the ILR School. During a typical academic year, ILR faculty members published or had accepted for publication over 25 books, edited volumes, and monographs, 170 articles and chapters in edited volumes, numerous book reviews. In addition, a large number of manuscripts were submitted for publication, presented at professional association meetings, or circulated in working paper form. Our faculty's research continues to find its way into the very best industrial relations, social science and statistics journals.
Faculty Publications 2012-2013

ECONOMICS

Abowd, John


Barrington, Linda


Blau, Francine


Ehrenberg, Ronald


“Faculty Members on Boards of Trustees,” (with Patterson, R. W., Key, A. V.), Academe, in press.

Fields, Gary


Freedman, Matthew


Jakubson, George


Kahn, Larry


Prowse, Victoria


Vilhuber, Lars


HUMAN RESOURCE STUDIES

Batt, Rosemary


Implications of Financial Capitalism for Employment Relations Research: Evidence from Breach of Trust and Implicit Contracts in Private Equity Buyouts,” (with Appelbaum, E., Clark, I.), British Journal of Industrial Relations, in press.

Bell, Bradford


Belogolovsky, Elena


Bishop, John

Burton, M. Diane

Collins, Christopher


Dragoni, Lisa

“Better understanding work unit goal orientation: Its emergence and impact under different types of


“Repatriation after global assignments: Current HR practices and suggestions for ensuring successful repatriation,” (with Bailey, C.), *People & Strategy*, in press.

**Hallock, Kevin**


*CEOs Off the Clock*. WorldatWork Workspan, 2012.


*Does Graduating in A Bad Economy Penalize Your Pay for Life?*, 2012.

*Governance and Executive Pay in Nonprofits*, 2012.


*Why Do We Tip?*. Workspan (April 2012).


**Hausknecht, John**


**Livingston, Beth**


*Bargaining behind the scenes: Spousal negotiation and work-family burnout,* *Journal of Management*, in press.

**Nishii, Lisa**


**INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LABOR**

**Cook, Maria**


**Friedman, Eli**

“Dissociated Development: Between Countryside and City,” in Stefan Al (Ed.), *Factory Towns of South China*, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press.


**Kuruvilla, Sarosh**


**Turner, Lowell**


LABOR RELATIONS, LAW AND HISTORY

Adler, Lee

Bronfenbrenner, Kate

Colvin, Alexander

Book review in “Why the Garden Club Couldn’t Save Youngstown: The Transformation of the Rust Belt,” by Sean Safford, Industrial and Labor Relations Review.


“Procedures versus Participation in Nonunion Dispute Resolution,” Industrial Relations (Berkeley), 52 (s1), 221-258, 2013.


Compa, Lance


Cowie, Jefferson


The Ghost of Full Employment, American Prospect.


DeVault, Ileen

Griffith, Kate


Hyman, Louis

The First Time Mortgage-Backed Securities Failed, in Bloomberg.com, April 2012.


“Solving the Debt Question,” (with Ott, J.), New Labor Forum, in press.

Lieberwitz, Risa


Lipsky, David


Martínez-Matsuda, Verónica


Riddell, Chris


Salvatore, Nick


Seeber, Ron


Bacharach, Samuel

“The effects of job control and situational severity on the timing of help-seeking,” (with Vashdi, D.,


Besharov, Marya


“Managing social-business tensions: A review and research agenda for social enterprise,” (with Smith, W. K., Gonin, M.), Business Ethics Quarterly, in press.

Goncalo, Jack


Hammer, Tove
“A license to misbehave? Organizational harassment norms and employee well-being,” Academy of Management, Boston, MA, August 2012.

Lawler, Edward


Rubineau, Brian

“Missing links: Referrer behavior and job segregation,” (with Fernandez, R. M.), Management Science, in press.

Tolbert, Pamela


“The Shape of Things to Come: Institutions, Entrepreneurs and the Case of Hedge Funds,” (with Hiatt, S.), Research in the Sociology of Work, in press.


"Career as a social and political phenomenon in the globalized economy," (with Gunz, H.P., Mayrhofer, W.), *Organization Studies*, in press.


**Williams, Michele**


**Zitek, Emily**


"‘That’s the one I wanted’: When do competitors copy their opponents’ choices?,” (with Monin, B.), *Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 43* (2), 293–305, 2013.


**SOCIAL STATISTICS**

**Bunge, John**


**DiCiccio, Thomas**


**Matteson, David**


**Velleman, Paul**


Let's all Write and Teach with e-Books!, *Technology Innovations in Statistics Education*, in press.

**Wells, Martin**


“Pregnancy induces transcriptional activation of the peripheral innate immune system and increases oxidative DNA damage among healthy third trimester pregnant women,” (with Jiang, X.), *Plos 1*, 7 (e46736), 2012.


“A higher maternal choline intake among third-trimester pregnant women lowers placental and circulating concentrations of the antiangiogenic factor fms-like tyrosine kinase-1 (sFLT1),” (with Jiang, X.), *FASEB*, 27, 1245-53, 2013.


“Improved multivariate normal mean estimation with unknown covariance when \( p \) is greater than \( n \),” (with Chatlet, D.), *Annals of Statistics*, 6, 3137-3160.


**Alvarez, Sally**


**Bjelland, Melissa Jo**


**Blessing, Carol**


**Brecher, Susan**


**Brewer, David**


**Brown, Nellie**


**Bruyere, Susanne**


"The accessibility and usability of college web sites: Is your website presenting barriers to potential students?" (with Erickson, W. A., Trerise, S.,...


**Golden, Thomas**


**Grabelsky, Jeff**


**Cebula III, Raymond**


**Cook, LaWanda**


**Figueroa, Maria**


"’We’re Getting Our Country Back’: Reflections on Politics, Race, Labor and Community In the Age of Obama.” [A Conversation with Mark Ayers, President, Building and Construction Trades Department (AFL-CIO)], Working USA, in press.

Karpur, Arun


Lazes, Peter


Lee, Kathleen

Margolis, Ken

“The challenge union leaders face when they assume the role of managers within a labor organization,” LERA Proceedings, in press.

Nazarov, Zafar


Rudstam, Hannah


**Strobel, Wendy**


**Sweeney, Sean**


**von Schrader, Sarah**


**Wheaton, Arthur**


**Young, Judy**

